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Chapter: 4002

“How nice are you to your granddaughter?”

“If you don’t want to tell your granddaughter, the family information

of the bastard, just say it directly.”

“There’s no need to fool me like that!”

“You…” Zhang Xiaoyu’s words made Zhang Jiuling’s eyes stare with

anger.

“Xiaoyu, you don’t have to be willful!”

“I now command you to do as I will.”

“Not to mention that Mr. Chu offended the prince. Even if Mr. Chu

killed the lord of India, you have to stand on Mr. Chu’s side for me.”

“If you don’t listen, from now on, you’ll never get another penny from

the family?” On the phone, Mr. Zhang was also angry.

At the beginning, their Zhang family was almost confused, and they

offended Ye Fan.

Now he is naturally worried, and his granddaughter is also confused

for a while, standing on the wrong team and doing stupid things.

“Hahaha…” Zhang Xiaoyu suddenly laughed, “Grandpa, are you

threatening me?”

“I can tell you, I’m not afraid anymore.”

“Prince Dolly of India has made it clear that he wants to pursue me.”

“After tonight, I will be the prince’s wife.”

“Do you think that when I become a queen, I will still care about your

money?”

Zhang Xiaoyu sneered, then hung up the phone with a bang.

“Little Rain, Little Rain?”

Zhang Jiuling from the Jiangbei Land shouted loudly into the phone.

But no one responded.

In the end, Zhang Jiuling let out a long sigh.

“Xiaoyu, Xiaoyu, you only know that the prince of India is the king of

India, and his status is honorable.”

“However, did you ever know that Mr. Chu’s majesty is unmatched in

the world, he dominates the world…”

“You will regret this…”

Zhang Xiaoyu naturally couldn’t hear the words of his grandfather.

Of course, even if he heard it, Zhang Xiaoyu wouldn’t believe it.

She had a bad relationship with Zhang Jiuling.

Contact your family except when you need money.

Usually, Zhang Xiaoyu is basically not involved with the Zhang family.

After hanging up the phone, Zhang Xiaoyu came back and told Prince

Dolly about them.

It is said that Ye Fan’s family is in the hot summer, and the distance is

too far, I am afraid it will be difficult to deal with.

“Then wait for the banquet to end, and deal with this bastard first.”

Prince Dolly’s eyes darkened.

At this time, the venue suddenly became noisy.

Above the hall in front, several old men began to enter the hall one

after another.

“It’s Uncle!”

“Uncle is here.”

The uncle in Prince Dolly’s mouth is naturally the lord of India.

However, there were actually three people walking in front of the king.

“That is…”

“The three palace masters of the Foluo Palace?”

“India’s Dinghaishenzhen!”

“My God, why are they here?”

Others don’t know about the three of King Foro, but Prince Dolly and

the others undoubtedly know.

Especially Crown Prince Vaasa, he has heard his father say more than

once that the three people in the Foro Palace are equivalent to nuclear

weapons in India.

It is the highest strategic force of India!

A true national weapon!

Every year when the new king ascends the throne, the first thing is to

go to the Foluo Palace and visit the three palace masters.

The status of these three people, to a certain extent, is above the king.

“Vasago, what kind of person is the banquet today?”

“Even the three palace masters of the Foluo Palace come to practice in

person?”

These princes were also secretly shocked.

……

“Everyone, I’ve made you wait for a long time.”

“Now, Mr. Chu is invited to attend the banquet!”

Ahead, the king of India faced the crowd and announced the coming

of the Lord.

Bang!

It was also at this time that the door behind him slammed open.

The bright sunshine outside poured in like a flood.

And under that light, a thin figure stepped in!

Until, Ye Fan’s handsome face appeared in everyone’s face.

“This is…”

“It’s him…”

boom!

Just like a thunderbolt.

The moment they saw this person, the three princes, and Zhang

Xiaoyu, Zhang Jiuling’s granddaughter, were instantly petrified, like a

lightning strike.

A pair of eyes staring at the same time is huge!
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